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ZItR 01CT ION

In May 1964, acting on the advice of the President's Advisory
Committee on the Supersonic Transport, President Johnson
requested the National Academy of Sciences to provide guidance
on ati .expanded programi for studying the sonic boom and the
effects that would rvsult. from operation of a supersonic
transport. Accordingly, Dr. Ftederick Seitz, President of the
Acadermy, established the Cor.,littee on SST-Sonic llooms under the
chairr.inship of Dean John R. Dunning, School oC Engineeriig
and Applied Science, Columrbia Univer:•ity.

The Corr.itittee itself has formed special panels in several areas
in order to provide expert knowledge in all the area-, that are
involved. Thun, a panel of architects, engincers, those with
experience in tho use of explosives and those with knowledge
of major structural materials has examined the area of struc-
tural response. Similarly, an insurance panel, composed of
the major airline undenvriters, has examined the projected
effect on airline insurance costs from operation of supersonic
aircraft, and a swall grotip of behavioral scientists have
looked at problems of public response.

The National Academy of Sciences has also utilized established
units within the Acadcrmy in problem areas important to sonic
boom considerations. ArranServents have been made with the
Building Re.search Advisory Board and the Coranittee on Hearing
and Bio-Acoustics to provide advisory services on the structural
ARd material effects and the physiological effects, respectively.
Each of these groups has examined the sonic boom question and
has submitted the results of their examinations to the Coamittee
on SST-Sonic Boom for inclusion in this report.

The Cotmittee on SST-Sonic Boom has three irinediate goals (1)
the developlaont. of advice on the planning and analysis of
sonic bov-a test,%, (2) exar~ination and analysis of available
data on the sonic bom. for the purpose or assisting in deter-
mining the feasibility of SST operations, and (3) the prepara-
tion of recomnendations covering the direction and emphasis on
research pertalning to the sonic boom problem.

The Coanrittiv first met in July 1964 and has been meeting at
approxinintely four week intervals since then. It has been
briefed on sonic boom tests, such at at Oklahowa City, and on
Air Force and ?WkSA research on the mathematics involved in
calculating sonic boac characteristics and their relation to
aircraft design and performance. The Boeing, Lockheed,
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General Electric, and Pratt and ,njl. Luey companies have made
presentations to the Cowiitttec , and the work conducted by the
Department of Ccrrvrce on tlhe economics of the supersonic
transport was described and discussd at a Cc--.,r.,ittee meeting.

The Committee has recognized four major problem areas which
it is using as the major sub-div'sions of this report:

I. Generation and propagation of sIhoc1k waves -
the aeronautical aspects of the problem.

2. Effects of the sonic bouon on structures and
stroc~t'ral mw.ýterial.

3. Physiological effects of the, sonic boo".

4. Behavioral response Lo the sonic boom.

Supporting this repoit are the follo.ing:

1. THE CENTEIWA ION AND I'"ROPA.ATION 0' SOMIC BOOI

SHOCK WAVES prepared by I1rbcrLt r,. llutchin~on,
WrighL-Patterson Air F- cc Da:oe.

2. ANATOt.IICAl, AI•P PIIFSXOLOGICAL FFFECTS Or
flIPULSIVE PrESSLrRuS 1N AM, A.:D THEL'. PrIOD.\--LE
RELATIONS TO SONIC BOOLS preparcJ by D. H.
Eldredge, Central InstitutLe for the Deaf, and
Henning E. von Gierkc, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base; and the members of an ad hoc

Committee of the CM-Eniticc on llearing, Bio-
Acoustics, and Biomochanics.

3. LONG-RANGE SThJCTUIAL RESPONSE RESi'ARCH AND
TESTJNG PROGRAM., Interim Reports 1, 2, and 3,
prepared by an ad hoc Coinittee on Structural
Response to SST-Sonic Boom of the Building
Research Advisory Board, National Academy of
Sciences. The members of this ad hoc Comrmittee
are as follows: John A. Robertson (Chairman),
United State! Gypsum Company; Russell 5. Akin,
E. I. DuPont de Nemo,.irs & Company, Inc.; F. J.
Crandell, Liberty Mkituai Insurance Company; Ben
H. Evans, AmeŽrican Institute of Architects;
John P. Gnaedinger, Soil Testing Services, Inc.;
J. D. Gwyn, Libby Owens Ford Class Company;
James R. Simpson, Federal lbooaing Administration;
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E. Gco'L Stcrit. Vtiuhifr a Polytechnic Institute;
Robert D. Taylor-, Structitral Clay Products
Research Foundattion; J. Neils Thompson, University
of Texas; William J. Youdcn, National Bureau of
Standards; John I. Zerbe, National Lumber Manufac-
turers Association; Jo. .'j, It. 4cttel, Johns-MaInville
R"~enr•'h i.ntiter; C. B. Honk, Structural Clay Products
Research Foui.ktoit (Special Advisor); Dr. Michael
Soteriodes (Consultant); Robe•rL M. Dillen and Donald
M. Weinroth, Duildil, Rl'seauch AdIvisory Board.



STAIS REPOIT

CO,1 f'ITfEL ON S ST -SONIC BO(XM

SU','ARY CONCLUS IONS

1. It can be stated with Confidoncu thIa t at th, sonic boom
intensities anticipated for the SST, there will be nr
signficant direct physiological efiects on people.

2. The structural response to sonic booras from aircraft the

size of the SST is not yet known. Moreover there is
evidence that overpressure alone is not a reliable cri-
terion and that the total impulse under the" positive
portion of the pressure- tiL e signaturc (pounds per square

foot times seconds) may be more meaningful. Research to
identify fully the significant parameters and to relate
them to effects is required. If the impulse, rather than
overpressure, is the eritical poro.ifmter, then, depending
on Lhe dynanmic response of structures, the best current
knowledge indicates that soaic boom,,; with total impulses
as high as 1.5 pound sconlls/ft 2 will not cause damage
or failure of frawiing merbcers of structure.-. Impulses
as lcw as 0.06 pound seconds/ft 2 may cause srae damagc

to brittle mateials such aj glass, plaster, gypsum
board, paint, and bric-a-brae. The frequency and sever-

ity of damage may increase as the impulse increases,

until damage becaoms pronounced at impulses of the order

of 0.6 pound secoirds/ft' as generated by F-104 and B-58
aircraft.

3. The introduction of a supersonic transport of currently

assumed charactcristics will involve significant risk

of adverse public reaction. This can be expected to

increase as cxposure to the boom increases and particu-

larly if it disturbs slecp. Public reaction and the

basic question of acceptability of the sonic boom can

only be settlcd with certainty by subjecting the

population to the actual operation of supersonic over-

flights.

4. The extent of minor claims for real or imagined damage

is very difficult to predict and it is probable that no

research or test program can provide adequate data for
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Ps t. mat i n thoi atiaoun t, in'v'o Ived Tue Ct, is uirgenti need
f or t010 vrmwi t C e b11n ioupoli~l, 111 ad
pro cc dui vs fo the ha! n 1ild I I I I-, of daimage,( (I a 1115

5. Ros;earcli on effc t s of boo-is on ziainiate and inanima te
objeCtS MtIut ront inu, , wi th Fpocial effort on obtainiing
infonnation that will briidg, *!le gap In knowledge be-
twvenL boons goncratucd by thc relatively sniall aircraft
Uthat l1.\'o buon tusc ;111ad uii :eC frow tin': SST . SSTr deS Ivi
dccis ions arct ncod>] and can only 1,, o11 .aine'd by placm' i
more emiphasis on B.-70 test iliglits ae'nidby ade-
quote meýasure;.iont of sonic b(,,,,-,nLues

. -" C'f ;111 '-T vth ntr
imp lies cc.-[cstUtnent to the SUIte or Hi arL, i.(-. ,dirctct

extension of existing p, rins w~hich offer ho1 'e of Only
S ]i gt is S niugOf the 1-o_1:A. 1w re~nt eicncourajg in ugvi -

detice of progress by IZAS,' in re~st archw on the ge,(neration
and propj'Lation of sonic boomsenha ic the tired for

intensive, contin-ued vifort in that area and on principles
of aircraft design for rcduc ing o-r nakiiW, more acceptable
the effcctý, of sonic beoo:'s.

7. Miuch w-ore vigorouf. long- raa.:e zcsearcli effort needs to be
directed tow.ard the devo'lorpieint of princ iple!; by which
apprec ia.l c aillevi at ion of the: boon caýn beý achieoved. Suchi
research is within the ci-pability of present day science
and techn~oloy a-.0 should be cari fecd out both in.'hourk'
and through1 oultsidC coatraeLt:S. Research directed to Lhe
developme.nt of highly it.osj native future means of
supersoni~c tr.ansiport shiould b,- cuitzo-,raged and financially
supported.

8. NovinZ into tthe next. phasc of SST develop-.ent is clearly
warranted by the cvidenc.- ftieri, rescarchi, tests, and
studies of Ionic boom p' crs'a W~hile no difficulties
sufficiently coZgent to stop the progrzam have been dis-
closed, and vhile many aspectcs of the sonic bo-os'. are
reasonably well urnders toud , theore are some aspt.cts iwhere
mnuch more i nfor-a t ion is noeadedJ



GENIF.M] IN Av'DlTI'[,O'.C4ATlON 01' SOINIC FOO-ýS
VIwAER:?t] CLAiiChs 0' T'iw SONLIC POOM POIEM11Y

Tilet acUli;dI tti v af pe t s of t he sonic hooer' pr oh lt' is under -

st ood to uican thle i nfluhence of the airplane, parar'et er on the
boom pleizeinand , convorsrly, the inflIuenice of bockma re-
quireiments oi isi tat ions; on tlet a irplaneý &-sivi gn ll its cco-
nomnic potent ial it ies~. Withi this in wind , an;er iave heen
formula ted to the fol loý?iin, spec ific quiest ions,ý

I1. 1. Llý pi~ s tt state of tho know~l edeuch
tOat the k ertia clhar act,rist ic,, of Ct j
soili c bo(rmjli jWhcn'1iono can ho- re liably pre
dic tud for a Certain airplaneo c onf ijgu at ion?

2. Is. tin. s ts te of the art of supecr:;rx] e air-
p1I3anc design such that the cconurTile con-
seqtiences of limIi tLa Lio in intckis i ty of the
sonic bomn can be reliably assýc~ssd?

Since t. IlCie i t iRt ioal of the ý work (if the Cr,,i .:ii tee , tile 1017E.
amount of hack,;round r.aterial whichi is avai llbli: for foriraj-
lating the ons%:ers to the-se. qiies ,Lioos lias boen rev iewed . Need-
less to say , this vork has bee(n helpecd effect ivoly by tile
presentations to the Co~nittee, and by thle review vork- of the
s taf f. Needless to Say, also, that final and exhaustive
answers to Giecse que t ionls Ccannot yet be mie.d

State of Xnowlod~

The gns-dyiiamic equations of motion, even for idealized con-
ditioins of a still atmiosphere and simplified properties of air,
are complicated and do not generally portlit SurIvoyablC solu-
tions except for certain restricted circn'rstances. That, in
spite of these difficuIlties , the plienomena of the sonic boom
and the more ccom;plicated theory of design of supersonic air-
planes have iceachi:!d a satisfactory agreement between thkeory
and experfi-ant is a tribute to the irvagi nat ion and resource-
fulness of tlhý leade-_- of this field over tho last decades.
Cor tal n specific (lr ~rn xvy bC u-0nt i cuud to ill usL rate'
these advanctes .The.- per tulba tion tli'cry ini whii cLikte vu Ioc ity
field. besides a uniform velocity in the direction of flig~ht,
has suiperposed upon it anoth,-r field of srrýI] velociiy com-
ponent s, is one of tire important devices whre rby thle equationi-s
mrviy be rendered lincar. This, in turn, depends on th,
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f or utuitl t. jic'- • ;.tatict'• t tt th,. - h-Ii . of tt: r'opy at.
sho)cank Cli bc lec tv,, to a It it-I. or(lhr of acciracy [or W.
shocks . 1bh, pr1, sence of :iio(,,. wov.s , even wa-tes of the
stretogth encotuntered in a sonic-booi:i prhentr.,enon, rauy hUI: t ,.
taken into account with the aid of relatively simple theory
of isentropic change-.

Over the years since th-e 1930's, thi'. had led t,- a theory .- f
lift and drag for airplane structti'r... which ha: irovided z
rational basts for the des;ign of airplanes, reeelIng from
,,bsottic to the hyp-w'uonic speed rfiffmes.

In the present conteXL the influence upon this t% 'ry of ti,
Lindcrs tand tig of Lite ýo:ec-boc•n Pht:1rJtenoti is Iok. o relevant
In the gross picture the discontintities and char',es in
.ections of the airplIne, together with its lift~aig curface!
&.s it moves through the still air, generate a sy,-1er". of shoc

iaves (resembling the bow and stern unves of ship,) which
teaches out as a conical sheet with the airplane I t~s apex.
The intersection of this sheet with the surface or "|,- earth
a-, it moves with the f light velocity proluces the c-boon

phcnomenon. At some distzince fron the airplane tit
phn-n.ienon generally takes the forai of tit(h characteri:4.tc N
wave. The forward portlo of the di-.turbance is a rapid
compres;s ion - a shoc:-k %'av; this is followed by a " gradual
expan-;ion, an:t then tiiu..' is a second shock wave. 7hr wave
leng|th, tihe di:;tisice betwi-en the two rhock•,; is related (as
In surfaee PhItp) to the teiugtth of the altplatW; but since
the waves are not exactly parallel, the wave length is greatei"

than the length of Lhe airplane.

The shapes, positions, and strengths of the two shock waves
at the ground, even in still air, actually depend on the
detailed geonetry of the airplane, for the waves are modified
by every detail of tht paLLern of velocities around the body
and wings. In principle, this. detailed field could be
computed for any given configuration, bitt the coinputation
would be tedious, and fortunately it is not usually needed.
In the hands of C. B. •'hithaow a practical solution became
pos-.ible by virtue of hiý, intuitive Insight; follomeir.g H.
J. Lighthill he postulated that the disturbances calculated
for an idealized Mach line will hold to a close approrima-
tion when transferred to the nctual lftach line, whose position
can alro be estnblished by an approximate rethod. It is this
theory, rationalized through the extensive work by many
specialists in NASA and in several of the airplane companies,

that now forrmi the ba:.s for prediction of the wave form and
intensity of the sonic boon. It accounts for the shock waves



prodUCCd by b1oth the liftLing e lemonts (wi;-gs) of the ai rcraft
anld its voluume Olt en0"ts (body, nacelles , etc.) For aircraft
at hi glir alt i tud , the p~art due to lift becomes the mtore

*A, inpoertant featLure Of this theory has recently been pointed

c t by ciiinccrs of KASA'%. Langley L-iborat~oriCS ; namely, that
('i rtae of ,.pproach of the disturbance pattern to this
~.' ir-field" configuration is ricnarkably slow for large Lir-

plantes like the SST, csl'c'cially at climb spocds. Thus the
Whiitham-Ligh!1iil 4:.1 in its far-field approximation, wh4- ch'
pied icts a rather siMp1le l-wavc aL the ground and is insens 1-
ti.*e to details of the airplane's geometry, is not always
applicable for the SST in the climb condition. The s ign if icanCt
of this discovery is, that the sonic -boo~m SignAture in this cc-.ec

clar be favorably affectcd by: details of airplane geometry.
NASA personnel believeý trlrt, in somec cases , alleviation of
grotid over,, rsSu~reS by as im-wch as 507. in th,, climb migEht ba:

.q;,p~ilic~ed withi little or no increase of drag and over-
preýssureu at ciuising speed. Unfortunately, there does not

appear to be an analogous possibility of alleviation at higher
speeds, since ground level is; definitely in the far-field in

this caise. Moreover, as explain-d elsewIhereý in this report,

therec is e~vidence! that over p -ýsstire alonec is not. a reliable
criterion for the structural-d-2fAnage potential of the sonic
boom ane, that the total uimpul!e tinder the positive portion of
the pressure-tinie signature r!q be more mcaaini ful. It mu,,.st be
rec-ignizerd that these modificat ions of the near-field s igna-

ture ca, pr, ,ably niot reduce tie intcgratcd impulse appreciably.

Thus it -,ur cc--.jecture about the importance of impulse is

confirfl!cd ' alleviation in the near iielJ is likely to be

iliulsory.

it is TIu ieflecLiuni on the greaa. -ichie-ve;mcnt:3 cf thi theory

to emphnsize its limitations. As descr~bed above it pertains

to anl aircraft in Steady flijght in an idealiz.ed atmosphere,
at rest Wiih respect to the earth, and having known pressure

and temiporature variations with altitud,Ž only. The effects

of ikoadwinds and tailiwinds and theiir gradients can also be

calculatced to a good oppioxit:-tion. This theory has been
confirmed by a number of exp,!timents , both in wind tunneoL.

and in flIighit. Need less to safliglt tests are not carried
out under the idealized cowd it 005 ea is ioned by the theory,
for the atohreand it.3 windIs are typi cally' nniiuniform.
Quite aport from this cosmqplicit ion, it. is necessary to keep

in mind the groat difficulties of eAperinlentation. 11,a iti nz-
ful results can only b, obtain(! if the observvr or the
instrurwntatioin is accurately cated with respe-ct to the



flight path. Fully reliable experimental results require
that not only the pressure amplitude but also the shape of
the impulse be recorded by sensitive and rapidly respond-

ing transducers.

In spite of these difficulties it is generally believed that

the present theory essentially accounts for the sonic-boom
phenomenon due to aircraft in steady flight in still air and
in somewhat more realistic, but still idealized, models of

the atmosphere. This contention cannot be proven with
absolute certainty, because, as already mentioned, there are
no such idealized atmospheric circurautances. When an attempt

is made to make full allowance for all the variables of

atmospheric influencc.7, the theory beCo1eos very complicated,
although solutions iiay st '' be possible by means of eXten-

sive computer progrems i! .ccessary. We are doubtful that
extensive calculations of this kind would be meaningful.
They could hardly be useful as verifications of the theory,
for the detailed, traisijent structure of the atmosphere in
which flight tezts alc carried out is never recorded. And

as :oon as we depart from standardized, non-turbulent models

of the atmiiesph!ere (such as Ow ICAO standard atmosphere and

the corresponding w-.;i- and cold-day models) we are con-
fronted withim the abe-once of either accepted standards or
statistical data of general significai~ce.

This situation requires thaet eperiuw0nts of sonic-boom
phenom'enon be )nterpieted statistically. The experimental

series now available indicate that sonic-boom results appear
as distribution curves of probabilities, the spread from
predicted valuc-s apparently dopending upon the degree of

departure from the ideal atmosphere during the period of the

test. Hence, if a sonic-boom overpressure of 2 lb/ft 2 is
predicted by thý- available theory, the experimental results

will indicate a spread, so that there will be a few observa-
tions up to 3 or 4 lb/ft 2 . There will probably be st.fistti•=l

spread of oveypressures in actual operations because of the
focusing effects of accelerations and flight-path curvatures.

This conclusion makes it evident that the operatiop of a

future SST will subject structures and people in the path of
its shock waves to disturbances which can only be predicted

by a cormbination of the gas-dynamic theory described above
and statisticz.l corrections. The most probable intensities
can be predicted with accuracy, but the form of the distribu-
tion curve is still open to conject'ire and can only be

estab] ished by extensive experiments and measurements with

supersonic airplanes. The analysis of existing test programs



and the results of future test serics will do much to firm
up the estimate of the form of this distribution curve. It
is thus necessary to recognize that limitations in the sonic
boom can never be absolute; there will always be a small
probability of more intensive shocks. As long as this must
be the case, it is important that all estimates of public
reaction to sonic booms be made with full appreciation of
this situation.

It may also be important to point out that we do not know
just wlhat aspects of the sonic-boom phenomenon, e.g., what
properties of the pressure-time signature, are in fact most
important in determining annoyance to humans (or other
animals) , so that it may be rash to say that any gas-dynamic
theory is adequate in this area, It seems possible that
details of the signature (such as, perhaps, its oscillatory
content in a certain frequency range) that are almost wholly
outside the scope of the still-air theory are signficant in
determining what people and animals "hear" as a boom passes.
It is important that this be kept in mind in the planning of
future experiments.

Influence Upon Airplane Design

Limitations of sonic-boom intensity have presented the
designers of the supersonic transport with a variety of
problems that require insight into the entire array of
components of the whole airplane system. The influence upon
the requirements of the propulsion system turns out to be the
most important.

Practically speaking, reductions in the overpressure on the
ground during cruising can only be effected by increases in
the flight altitude. Roughly, each I' lb/ft2 involves an
increase in altitude of about 10,000 ft. At the higher
altitudes the airplane must fly with a higher angle of attack
or at higher speeds; the resulting increase in drag requires
more thiust from the engines.

The greatest overpressure usually occurs during the period
of acceleration into the supersonic speed. The flight
path must be such as to produce this maximum of booti
intensity at sufficiently high altitude. But this period
of acceleration through sonic speed is typically critical
for tCe aircraft because of the great magnitude of tran-
sonic drag, The requirement for transonic acceleration at
higher altitude clashes head-on with the fact that

10



turbojet-engine thrust diminishes with increasing altitude;
thus sonic-bouno limitations demand over-dimensioning of the
enigines, with attendant increases of aircraft. size and
weight. At this point abnormal circumstances of the atmos-
phere enter the problem in their most severe form. If the
temperature of the atmosphere is higher than normal, the
propulsion system may not be adequate for this acceleration,
and under these conditions the limits in overpressure may be
exceeded. The only safeguard against such a contingency is
to over-dimension the engine still further.

One of the important consequences of the sonic-boom limitation,
therefore, is in its effect on the sizitZ of the engines. The
relationships are exceedingly sensitive and present a typical
example of a critical design problem, ,.here an injudicious
choice may lead to absurd consequences. The situation is best
described by a curve submitted to us by Boeing Aircraft
Company which is reproduced from. the paper by Kaane and Sigalla
(Figure 1). This shows that if a base point is established
for an overpressure of 3 lb/ftL2 during climb, the engine size
for an overpressure of 2 lb/ft 2 would have to be increased by
about 10%. The gross weight of the plane would then be
increased by about. 5%. However, if the limit in overpressure
were to be set at 1-3/4 lb/fL2, engine size and gross weight
would increase xiany-fold, and the ecoinoic characteris tics
of the airplane would be badly, perhaps catastrophically,
comproviised. A related study made by Lockheed California
Company has led to the curves of Figure 2. Here the ordinate
is annual earnings (before taxes and interest) per aircraft;
the study was made for a series of Mach 3.0 supersonic
transports of 213 seats. The results are typical and are
much the same as those presented to the Cornittee by spokes-
men of the Boeing Company. They shoba that limitations imposed
on permissible sonic-boam overpressure in the climb (calculated
for steady flight in still air) can seriously reduce the
earning capacity of the aircraft in domestic operation. More-
over, in international operation, where trip lengths are
longer, the deleterious effect of sonic-boom limitations is
more striking and occurs at larger values of the calculated
overpressure. It should be emphasized that these effects on
earning capacity were calculated by a simulation scheme for
transport operations involving flights of various lengths,
i.e., they have beer1 averaged over a variety of trip lengths
typical of dome.tic and international airline operations,
respectively. In actual fact the effect of severe sonic-boom
limitations can be more drastic in some operations. For
example, limitation of calculated climb sonic boom over-
pressure to less than 2.0 pounds per square foot can make it
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impossible for certain aircraft to carry out the New York-to-
Paris operation- this might render the aircraft totally un-
acceptable for transatlantic use, effectively reducing its
earning power to zero, as far as some airlines are concerned.

This sensitivity of airplane efficiency and economy to sonic-
boom limitations is the outstanding aspect of the whole prob-

lem. When these conclusions are viewed against the uncertain-
ties introduced through turbulence and wind and velocity
gradients and our uncertainties as to exactly what features
of the phenomenou are responsible for damage to structures
and for annoyance and discomfort to people and animals, the
need for additional information becomes apparent.

'Qesiarch Needs

It has been emphasized in the preceding paragraphs that the
sonic boom phenomenon arises from we.ll-understood behavior
of a compressible fluid under the influence of any projectile

or conventional airplane moving through it at a supersonic
speed. Thus, at the present writing, there appears little

hope of eliminating this phenomenon, or ever, alleviating its
effects drastically, within the scope of prvesnt concepts of
supetsonic airplanes propelled by turbojet engines. This
does not mean that drastic improvements caniot be achieved

in the future by means that are presently unknown, but rather
that they 'will probably be achieved by some far-reaching new
concepts of propulsion and/or sustentation of supersonic
flight. But such future developatents will require research;
imaginative minds must be brought to bear on the underlyinZ
physical phcnoeiona, and basic studies must be follow(.d by
ingcnious inveutions

In the meantime, there are more immediate possibilities of
alleviation of sonic booms if supersonic flight can be
carried out at higher altitudes. This has been pointed out

above, and the great difficulties involved have been mentioned.
Still, it appears to be the only solution within sight at
present. It therefore seems desirable to ask the aeronautical
inddistry (and NASA) to give i~mediate consideration to
methods of achieving higher altitudes; as has been stated
above, this is primrarily a propulsion problem. To date,
studies of thrust augrmentation by use of rockets or other
devices have not appeared economically attractive. Recent
developments on rainjets, however, should be seriously con-

sidered; it is not clear to the cosnaittee that the economic
possibilities of all possible composite-powered aircraft

have been studied.
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Conc lus ions

1. The state of knowledge appears sufficient to
predict with considerable accuracy the sonic-
boom phenomena for steady flight in still air
or in various idealized atmosphere models in-
iolving head- and tail-wind gradients as well

as temperature variations.

2. The state of the art of airplane design is
therefore capable of developing the conse-
quences of sonic-boom limitations that are
specified in terms of the pressure-time
signature on the ground under these conditiocs.

3. Sonic-boom limitations must be made with ex-
pectation of a certain statistical spread and
will eventually have to cover a predictable
probability of a range of intensities.

4. The principal sources of statistical spread in
intensity are believed to be deviations of the
aircraft fromn straight, steady flight and
atmospheric phenomena, particularly turbulence,
but including also other complex deFirtures of
the real atmosphere from the idealized models
mentioned above.

5. It is imperative that further information be
obtained concerning the significance of various
features of pressure-time signatures in deter-
mining structural damage and annoyance to people
and animals. Until such information is available,
neither theoretical predictions of boom
intensities nor statistical empirical information
can be intelligently evaluated.

14



STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

Since publication of the Commiittee's status report dated
27 January 1965, preliminary summary reports on the FAA
Oklahoma City and White Sands test programs have been made
available to the Cor'unittee. These reports tend to confirm
the Committee's previously stated position that there is not
sufficient correlated information to constitute a barrier to
a decision to proceed with SST development, although this
lack of infornmation prevents firm answcrs to the structural
response quostio:n. These reports, together with other perti-
nent sources of information, have bcen studied in depth by
a co•mnittee of the Building Research Advisory Board which
was established at the request of the Ccmuittee. The Third
Interim Report of that conmittee is attached.

State of Know~ledge

The full-.zcalv invostigc-tions of structural response in
Oklahoma City and WhiLe S.Tds , as well as data from both

earlier and more recent tests, have produced results of
value to a long-term effort to resolve the structural respon.-e
issue. Agreein2nt achieved in these tests between predicted
and free-field recorded bonic boom pressurc/time signatures
has substantiated tl'e theoretical method of predicting the
far-field signature resulting fro;,,, constant velocity, level
flight of fighter-type aircraft and of aircraft as large as
the B-58. The more recent efforts by NASA to record the
signatures from flights of the B-70 have been partly success-
ful, and the Cuonittee is informed that recordings thus far
obtained tend to substantiate further the method of
iignature prediction for steady speed, level flights of larger

aircraft. Thus, it is felt that the nominal pressure/time
signature that %,ill be generated in the far-field by a given
configuration of SST in high altitude cruise can be predicted
with confidence. Moreover, based on recent NASA testimony,
it is felt that the noaminal pressure/time signature that
will be generated in the near-field by an SST in steady speed,
level flight can also be predicted with fair accuracy. Still
to be substantiated, however, is the prediction of
variations in normal signatures that may result from varios
aircraft altitude-, speed-, and maneuvar-changes.

The foregoing synopsis indicates confidence in predicting the
generation and propogation of the nominal sonic boom shock
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wave. From a structural response viewpoint wherein rho shock
wave constitutes a dynamic loading on the building or struc-
ture and its elements, however, the level of confidence in
predicting the actual loading on the structure is appreciably
lower because there can be statistically significant variations
in both tOe form and amplitude of recorded sonic boom
signatures. If these variations are, as suspected, attributable
principally to micrometerorological variations in the atmos-
phere, topographical differences at the recording site, and
reflections from nearby buildings, or to faulty instruunenta-
tion, it still remains to be ascertained statistically the
acutal maximum loading to be expected for predicted nominal
pressure/time signatures.

Prior to delivery f tLhC report of the DRAB special committee,
an extended discussion of the nature of bilding response to
the sonic boom would be gratuitous. It appears, however,
that both the Oklahornia City and White Sands test programs hK,.e
clearly identified those structural elements that could
pnssibiy sustain damage from the sonic boom shock wave gener-
ater' from supersonic flights of present day aircraft. Both
of these programs have demonstrated that building or structural
failure -- i.e. , impairmncut of the integrity of the structural
system -- can be eliminated as a possibility in any discussion
of the response of buildings to the sonic boom.

In the main, the building items found to be susceptible to
damage are glass, the cracking and crack-extending of plastcr,
and nail-popping in gypsurm board. There was, however, a
disparity between the results reported in the two programs
regarding thresholus of damage for these materials which may
be significant enough to mention. For example, at Oklahoma
City da.amge in the form of plaster cracking and rail popping
in existing structures at the 1.5 to 2.5 psf overpressure
level was reported, whereas at White Sands, no boom damage was
reported below 5 psf except for paint flecking at 2 psf.

Both the Oklahonm City and the V'hite Sands tests related the
effects of sonic booms to overpressure levels. The Ccy.,maittee
believes, however, that it maybe the impulse rather than the
overpressure that is the critical factor in the response of
structural materials and in concerned that a satisfactory
correlation between damage and impulse level has not been
established. If the critical factor in causing damage to
structural elements is the impulse characteristic, then there
is a serious question about the effect of sonic booms from
aircraft of the size contemplated for the SST, e.g., one with
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a timte nignaLtre ahbul 5 times as long as that of a fighter --

since the peak ovwrpressure from the large aircraft would have
to be correspondingly reduced.

Conc Ies ious

In the interim since this Committee's January 1965 report, no
new information has bc-en furnished this Ccrijiittee which
requires modification of its previously statud position that
the structural response question poses no barrier to a decision
to proceed with step-wise developn,.int of the SST.

The difference that might be expecttd in the respunsc by
structural material to booms from fighter type aircraft and
the SST, the need for positively establish.i'ng that another
parameter rather than peak overpressure is the critical and
limiting factor, and the effect on SST design criteria that
is thereby implied, make it urgent that research and test pro-
grams give maximum emphasis to providing essential data on
booms from aircraft more nearly SST size.

By repeating, so.qe of the thoughts expressed in the C•t•aiittee's
January report, we seek to emphasize the fact that sorme boom
damage to structures can and will be caused and some will be
claimed, at least as long as the audible sound of the boom
resembles that of an explosion. Whether the claims will be
justifiable will have to be determined by courts. If boom-
pressure or impulse levels are as large as those which struck
Oklahoma City, poorly-installed or marginal-thickness glass
windows, even in nw construction, may break when boonrs -trike.
Poorly supported bric-a-brac will tumble from vibrating
shelves as builditig shake. Prcstrcsscd, brittle construction
materials such as plaster, tile, concrete, and glass will
sometimes crack or break when subjected to the additional
loading of a sonic boom.

Reconmncnda tions

It is to be noted that many of the structural ret-ponsr/dynamic
loading unknomns are not peculiar to the resolution of the
sonic boom structural response question. For example, the
development of dynamic loadiug-respmnse theory, the definition
of urban environmental conditions, and the estimate of future
building inventories all have an importance that goes beyond
the SST problem. Accordingly, investigation of such items
should not be undertaken by a single agency, but should be
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undertaken by as broad a base of govvriunent agency - private
industry - academic institution as can be brought to bear on
these problems.

Pending receipt of the forthcoming report from the Building,
Research Advihory Board, which will contain specific
recommendations for future research, this Cornittee currently
makes but two st5ucture-:tc latud reccnueridat ions. Others will

follow, after study of the BRAB report.

(1) Development of one or more techniques for
simulating low-intensity, sonic-boom-like

pulse loadings of building components should

be undertal;en;

(2) Whenever opportunities arc available for

obtaining morc sonic-bocam pressure-versus-
time signatures, particularly from large

aircraft, these data should be taken to
improve the staListical inforniation now in

hand, to learn more about reflectances in

urban areas, and to confirm theory regard-
ing booms from 1ircraft invelved in

altitude- and spccd-chango maneuvers.
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PITyS LOLOGICLk ErFFCIS

Sonic boumns Of ine~ isof 5 lb/fC niny be antic ipated as
the m-tx irum that mi Ighti bU produce-d by S ST p Ianies i n normialI
ope ra ti oi. Such boo..:eý will niot cauise di n'Ct inj ury to thle
normal hiur,4ii body. This conclus ion is ba:ýCLI on1 exper icflcL
with explosions, includ~ ng atox.dC bomb testS, With artillery
fire, Pnd withi very po-,:,-ful sonic boonin produiced in low- level
f IilightS. Tile mgargin of satety is very widL' indeed. Dol'ons

of individuci i1S have been exposed to sonic booim ovetpresst.res
from 35 up to 120 lb '/ft' with no worse cffect than mnomentary
discomfort and slight tempoi'ary ri niwn~., and a sense of "fullness"
in the eairs,

The car Is the body structure r'ost sensitive to and raost
easily injured by suddcn changeos in air pressure * whoether pro-
duced by e;.plosietis, sonic beceis or su!stainvd noise. Possible
injuries are rupture of thc drum mebran andI part ial impair-
inent of hearing. Thle margi n of safety is so great, however,
in regard to overpressure, thai. direct injuries from a single
sonic bDoo,ni must be cona.idered incredible. The sonic boom is
in a diffieront class frui., su Sltailned nloise lýcause- of ItS
ey.tLre,ei brev i ,y . Its freq~uency of oLCurrence would be solo
that cucu-,lativre effects onl hearing can also be dismissed as
negligible. There rutmains onlv thle marginal poSsibility of
an ill effect in an ear in whi~ch an artificial stapes has
been place:d surgically to restore heairing inl otoscierocsis.
Such an artificial stapecs might possibly be dislodged. The
1hazard shiould be no greater, however, than froim rmior blows
or fromJi jerks of Cie hecad.

Indirect or: "iFrir"e Effectf.

Sonic booms comei without vartiin,- and are therofore r.ore star-
tling than niost oth.er varietic- cf iit red ing nei5Le_. Fanilicir-
ity with sonic boons and' the kniowle-dge that they are to be
expectcd more or Iess regularly greatly reduce the startle
effect but do not eliminato it cntire1l . Startle reactions
can certainly preCipi tate accidents and injuries. Plausible:
types of such accidents would inc hide slipping on a ladder,
ant autcmoIibilo collision due to distraction of a driver 's
attention, a surgeon's knife si ipping , and so onl. Rather less
plans iblc would be the prec ipitat ion of a hoart attack, a
stroke or oth~ r suddeni vAcdjc m i s fortune. Such eve-nts will
sometim-s occur at the vWry MrIemen1t of a sonic boomn and the
claim will be made that the bocon- was the cause, although the
probabil i;.y Of an actual1 a.sIMJI relatliemi is C'xtrCiMClysa1.
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Disturbanre of Sleep

Disturbance of sleep, particularly the sleep of iývalids,
must be reckoned as a significant medical problem. The
effects of repeated disturbance of sleep may be cumu-
lative, particilarly when emotional factors bccome involved.
The "normal threshold" for disturbance of sleep by such
sounds has not been determined, but certainly the intrusion
of sonit booms into quiet hospital areas whcre patients are
being deliberately sheltered frcr,ýi the stresses of daily
living would not be desirable.

lhc arousal effect in sleep can be evaluated in physiological
experiments which simulate booms. Such experiments would
usefully supplement but not replace the exposure of a
community to night boco-.s.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE

It is generally accepted that ,he psychological response
area is the most difficult of all sonic boom problems and
contains the most elusive questions. There is little doubt
that the mire we can learn frcn tests and studies about the
effects of the boom on people and animals, the better we
can define and meet the problems. This is true in spite
of the difficulty of devising tests that can ieasure
psychological response in a meaningful manner, and that will
reflect the chronic characteristics of booms which the popu-
lation would actually face with operational SST's. It
should, however, be recognized that the only way ta obtain
answers to many of the questions is through continuing,
actual, full-scole experience with the SST or comparable
airplanes.

There have been 'etermined efforts to obtain data on
psychological response through such tests as those at St.
Louis in 1962, and at Oklahoma City in 1964, but the test
of the effect on a pop lation cf continuing night booms
is still in the planning stage, and no conclusive evidence
on the effects of sonic booms on animals. This section of
the Cowri-ittee's interim report is given under four headings
(1) Public Acceptability; (2) Psychoacou.istic Effects; (3)
Legal and Insurance Aspects; and (4) Public Relations.

Public Acceptabilite of the Sonic Boom

Public reacticn to a new experience will be determined by
the properties of the new stimulus, the situation into which
it is introduced, and the characteristics of the public.

Present Status of Knoledee. The principal available infor-
mation on the acceptability of the sonic boom by the public
comes from the Oklahunaa City tescs of 1964, and, to a much
smaller degree, from the 1962 tests in St. Louis. Reports
on both were prepared by the National Opinion Research
Center, University of Chicago. The Oklahoma City test
repoit was much more complete and detailed and therefore
constitutes the primary source of information today on public
reaction.

It is the consensus that the NORC study "Conmnunity Reaction
to Sonic Booms", based on the Okla'homa City tests of 1964,
is professionally competent and free of bias, even with its
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major, though temporary, exclusion fran the analysis of the
29% of the sample who indicated a belief that it was improper
to complain. The full report, to be available this surmmer,
will include the views of this group.

The studies of the Public Reaction to Sonic Boom appear to
have been satisfactorily conducted as far as they have gone.
They do not show overwhelming and aggressive negative
reactions nor do they show clear cut or adequate acceptance
of the annoyance. It is clearly unwise for the authorities
concerned to overlook or neglect the possibly troublesome
problems that could arise from supersonic overflights of
consircil! airlines.

It is probably impossible to desigrate a specific overpressurelevel which leads to adverse public reaction which could be

called "serious" or "intolerable". However, there is a range
of overpressures below which the boom is tolerable, and above
which the boom is intolerable. Even at the relatively low
level of intensities and frequency of exposure and at the
limited times of day of the Oklahora City tests, the extent
of public -Annoyaince was large enough to provide the basis of
a significant lcvel of protest if some important organization
or public body indertook to mobilize it. This is not only
suggested by the findings of the study but also by the actual
course of events in Oklahoma City, where organized attempts
to call off the boom tests were made.

It is clear from the study results that even though the average
intensity of the booms did not exceed 1.6 psf, the Oklahoma
City population was very much aware of them. The evidence
demonstrates that the intensity of public reaction varies with
the intensity of the boom, at least within the limits of this
test. It also sugpeets, as does the earlier St. Louis
experience, that p•blic annoyance tends to cumulate over
time, even among those people whose basic attitudes toward the
SST are favorable. The findings of the St. Louis study also
indicate that the public would find it much harder to accept
night booms than those in the daytime. This dimension was
L.ot explored in the Oklahomna City study.

It cannot be said that the findings of the Oklahoma City
study are especially surprising. They conform generally to
the results of the earlier St. Louis study although the
reaction in Oklahoma City based on a much greater public
exposure, seems seme what stronger than that in St. Louis.
One cannot be surprised to find that the introduction of
frequent sonic booms in the life of a community produces a
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certain amount of coxnplaint. Since, as yet, the sonic bocm
has not been sho,:n to have effects much more damaging or
annoying than other nuisances ro which people in our society
normally submit, it represents no absolute barrier to a
program of developing the SST. On the other hand, the boom
may be a sufficient barrier, if other considerations (mainly
economic, prestige, and military) are not overriding. We are
in no position to say what the significance of the boom
annoyance phenom.enon as studied to date is, because its
significance depends on its relative importance.

A slight increase in overpressure or in the number of booms
per day does not simply cause a slight increase in public
aversion and in thc number of complaints. More signficantly,
it increases the risk of an effective public protest, perhaps
of a political character. The trigger for such a protest
might well be some iric levant accidenL or coincideence or the
emergence of an arouscd leader of hostile public opinion.

Regardless of any studios made, or contemplated, in advance
of introducing the SST, thought must be given to the possible
need for a large-scale program of public education and the
development of favorable public relations.

The NORC study indicates that public inconvenience would be
both wide-spread and real; there is little basis for con-
fidence in the ability of a public relations canpaign to
banish this inconvenience. The house rattling, involuntary
startle, interruption of conversation, and loud sound are not
mere matters of opinion; they are not due to ignorance or
misinformation. They will not be dispelled by propaganda or
education. An "education" camp3aign might induce people to
accept the inconveniences in behalf of overriding national
interest, but propaganda claiming co-.nercial SST to be in the
national interest might boorerang, because it could not be
supported by evidence convincing to the public. The extent
of the annoyance observed, particularly since it is con-
centrated in the higher income and educational* levels of the
cormnunity and tends to increase over extended periods of
exposure, is disturbing. It leads us to the conclusion that
the introduction of a supersonic transport of currently
assumed characteristics involves significant hazards in the
realrm of public reaction.*

Future Testing. In examining the need for and type of sonic
boom testing that should next be undertaken to investigate
public reaction, it should be clearly understood that, although
important information on why and how people react can be

* It should be emphasized that this conclusion applies only to
the super-sonic portion of tho flights of the SST over land.
For in-;tance, ure of SST's on the North Atlantic runs would be
quite free from public acceptance problems caused by sonic booms.
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obtained, no test can produce a usable, single standard for
determining with certainty whether the US public will accept,
for an indefinite number of years, the sonic bocrs from
scheduled airlines. Regardless of how much study, and research
is carried out, the question "is the sonic boom acceptable?"
can only be finally settled by subjecting the US to the actual
full scale', permanent experience of supersonic overflights on
a co.Uinuing basis. However, tests, when properly done, can
undoubtedly give us a probable prediction of whether the toom
will be acceptable and, if unacceptable, the ways in which the
public will react. Such information seems essential in
launching anything so grand in scale as the development of
the SST.

Questions on public reaction that can probably be answered.
and where answers will be useful, are on such subjects as:

(1) the relative acceptability of booms fro-,
military and booris from co-miercial aircraft;

(2) how AF procedures concerning payment of damage
claims can be reconciled with test results re-
garding the effect of boars on glass, fresh
plaster, etc.;

(3) how to avoid the exorbitant costs of investi-
gation; and

(4) the need for and feasibility of educating the
public on relationship of sonic boom intensities
to the probability of physical and psysiological
damage and of educating people to the difference
between direct and indirect damage.

The next test should be predominantly a tesL of public reaction,
with tests of structural damage, etc., considered secondary and
conducted only to meet the needs for informntion related to that
problem. The major purpose of any new test should be to obtain
information on sleep disturbance, with such secondary objectives
as:

(1) determining more about patterns or paths of
protest; and

(2) obtaining information on the importance to
the public of having a US SST, in terms of
competition with Europe and USSR, balance of
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paynents, indutry bolstering, need to move
people faster, possibly military usefulness,
and the likv.

More specific views include:

(1) The next test should be of indefinite and undis-
closed length, but long enough to get data on how
well people adapt to sleep disturbance. It should
take place during seasons when windows are closed,
when they are usually open, and when the boom can
be related to claps of thunder.

(2) Overflights should not be precisely scheduled and
might come in groups (4-6) over a half hour period
during the interval between midnight and 6 a.m.

(3) There is advantage in keeping to the Oklahoma City/
NORC pattern of testing where possible in order to
accentuate continuity of the over-all test program.

(4) The largest aircraft available should be used.

(5) Quite apart from tests of a conmunity, the acoustic
data fro-a high fidel.ty recordings of the audible
(100-10,000 cps) portion of the boom produced by
a large aircraft are still urgently rneeded. These
data will be used in certain immediate laboratory
studies that can employ simulated booms.

Questions of what city to test are not yet answered, although
there are advantages in having it a small to medium one.

The contractor is not being proposed; it should be emphaized,
however, that NORC should not be ex:luded from consideration.

Psychoacoustic Effects

Psycholog',ical Acceptabilit•. The psychological acceptability
of sonic booms is difficult to assess. It is certainly in-
creased by familiarity with booms, by the knowledge of their
source and significance and by the knowledge that they are
harmless. Booms are transient and do not interrupt conversa-
tions and radio programs like the noise of jet-plane fly-
overs. Frequency of occurence and the time of day at which
they occur will undoubtedly be very important factors. Com-
plaints of young children being awakened from sleep must be
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anticipated. People will vary greatly in their psychological
reactions. Some will certainly come to take booms for granted
and accept the mild startle that they may feel. Others will
become progressively more irritated by the booms, particularly
if the booms are felt as well as heard or cause windows to
rattle. People who dislike sonic booms may be more easily and
profoundly disturbed than the average.

Some very scanty data suggest that booms with a nominal over-
pressure of about 2 lb/ft 2 are about equally annoying as the
level of jet noise that is considered just allowable near
airports. Further tests of this relation should be made. It
should be possible to do this by simulation studies, but in
preparation for effective simulation studies, whether on men
or on structures, a considerable number of booms, produced
by a large plane such as the B-70, must be recorded by proper
techniques, both outdoors and also inside of a variety of
typical buildings.

In order to make a rough estimLte of the level of overpressure
at which booms are likely to become unacceptable a series of
psychoacolistic experiments is urged. A jury of observers
would be asked to compare the "acceptability" or the "annoyance"
of alternate sonic booms and subsonic let-plane fly-overs. A
broad guideline as to public reaction to sonic booms may be
established in this way. Unfortunately, however, these com-
p.-.risons cannot include the element of surprise which probably
contributes greatly to the annoyance of the sonic boom. Also
a systematic study of the disturbance of sleep is planned, and
perhaps of the intensity of startle reactions. But even with
these data the practical psychological effects will be hard
to assess, and they become less easy to predict as we pass
from the average individual to the unusual individual and
finally to the group behavior of many individuals in a
co'm•uni ty.

Future Research

It is recoxmended that

1. Some experiments on psychoacoustics can and should

be done in existing laboratories irmiiediately.
Adequate methods for simulating the sonic boo-ms are
available, and, although simulation may noL be per-
fect, Information obtained in the experiments will
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be useful In planning future laboratory and field
expcriments. Investigations that can be started
immediately include

a) The effects of simulated sonic booms on sleep as
measured both by the EEG (electroencephalogram)
and behavioral indices. Both the effects of the
auditory stimulus and of structure-borne vibra-
tions can be studied,

b) Laboratory experiments can also be done in which
subjccts judge the comparative annoyance of simu-
lated sonic booms with other sounds such as noise
produced by jet planes. In these experiments it
will be possible, for example, to experimentally
chinge the shape of the N-wave and note any
obvious changes in the judgments of annoyance.

2. Consideiration be given to Wright-Patterson AFB or
NASA's Research Center for the conduct of this
research. Both have good facilities and equipment
but would need staff augmentation. In addition,
Stanford Research Institute may acquire a capability
for such research.

3. Additional recordings be made of the sonic boom.
While it is agreed that the boom can be simulated
well enough to start experiments irm-adiately, there
is a difference of opinion as to whether available
recordings contain information that is necessary to
reproduce uffectiv.ly and accurately that part of the
sonic boom in the frequency range that most affects
the human auditory system.

Legal and Insurance As,)eets

The problem of noise has always been present in the field of
aviation -- principally noise at airports. The problem will
be aggravated by the SST, not alone at the airports but
throughout its line of supersonic flight, and particularly
under its acceleration-climb path.

It may be expected thxt the inauguration of supersonic flights
by conunercial aircraft will give rise to claims for damage to
property alleged to be due to sonic booms. In the light of
the experience of the Department of Defense it also may be
expected that raany such claims will be for pre-existing
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damage and will he prompted by irritation arising out of expo-
sure to the unaccustomed sound of sonic booms. This is not to
imply that there will be a great many claims deliberately
falrffied. Rather such cases occur most frequently where a
perac.i, annoyed by booms to which he is not (and may never be-
come) Lnvred, closely examines glass and plaster in his abode
and for the first time observes cracks which had previously
been ignored. Air Force experience with claims is illustrated
by the following table.

FISCAL CLAIMS AMOUNT CLAIMS AMOUNT
YEAR 1ADE CLAIMDE APPROVED APPROVED

1956 36 $ 12,220.03 21 $ 1,913.71
1957 372 157,100.45 286 18,907.85
1958 522 196,215.66 235 39,519.06
1959* 632 285,182.30 243 21,355.98
1960 681 107,767.94 227 20,263.22
1961 1,146 703,174.65 527 57,274.44
1962 3,092*ýý 990,483.35** 1,451 132,370.25
1963 7,200 4,022,718.00 2,268 239,450.00
1964*•* 5,102 3,544,754.99 1 182,543 .7

18,783 $10,019,617.37 6,922 $713,598.22

NOTE:
* B-58A FIRST FLIGHTS IN NOVEMBER 1958

** ONE CLAIM FOR $19,000,000.00 NOT INCLUDED
STHROUGH 30 JUNE. DOES NOT INCLUDE OKLAIIOI.IA CITY

TEST CLADIS.

Also a report of a USAF - NASA - FAA 1961-1962 flight test
program states that, in the range of overpressures from 0.04
to 2.3 psf, a maximum of 0.87 damage incidents per flight per
million population occurred, and that the settlement value
was $71 per claim ($57.57 per flight per million population).
The Committee notes that the najority of these claims appar-
ently were without merit, and that, despite a too liberal
attitude toward damage claims, less than 10% of the total
amount claimed was actually paid out.

Especially in the early stages of supersonic flying it will
be necessary to investigate carefully all claims for alleged
damage even though the great majority of such claims presumably
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will be for relatively small amounts and the costs of inves-
tigation probably will appear to be disproportionate to the
losses actually incurred. Ultimately, when and if the
general public has become used to the sound of supersonic
flying, claims might be confined to an occasional extraor-
dinary boom, perhaps arising out of abnormal maneuvering of
the airplane.

It appears appropriate to call attention to a discrepency
which may have significant influence on the number of future
claims for structural daiwage caused by sonic booms. This is
the difference in judicative procedures followed by two U.S.
governmental groups relative to small claims for sonic-boom
damage. As our Cornmittee understands the situation, the FAA
procedure, at least during and following tests, has been to
have all claimed damage inspected by professional engineers
prior to any agreement for settlement; whereas the Air Force
pays minor claims without inspection. Thus while one
government agency (FAA) is attempting to proclaim that low-
overpressure booms do not cause damrn.ge, another (USAF) is
indicating through its actions that they do. To continue
these-two opposing attitudes will certainly confuse the public,
which does not distinguish batýwen govcrrm-'ntal agencies
involved with aviation. Professional investigations of minor
claims may initially be more costly than payments; but for
the continuous operations anticipated for the SST, a policy
of paying all minor claims could be ruinous.

The special problenm the airlines miust face with the opera-
tion of the SST emphasize the need for a technique or formula
for the original settiug of rates for insurance to protect
airlines against damage and other claims. As experience is
gained, the major problem may become one of reducing the cost
of handling claims.

Public Response

If the SST were to be put into commaercial use in the United
States today, those affected diroctly might be expected to
express highly vocal public protests against the "sonic boom
nuisance". Some of those who disapprove on the basis of the
boom might also cite, as arguments for their case, the
extremely high development costs of the SST and its limited
usefulness on short or medium-length flights.

However, it must be assuined that there will be strong pressures,
not only against, but in favor of the SST. Proponents of the
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supersonic transport will no doubt base their principal argu-
ments on econ(yaic grounds. If West European or Suviet Union
airlines put SST's into successful operation, those favoring

the SST will urge the public to accustom itself to the sonic
boom annoyance. Their arguments will be. strengthened if
foreign Airlines and airframe manufacturers use the SST to
take large segments of business away from United States
companies, and will be further strengthened if the balance of

payments situation is affected adversely.

The advantages and disadvantages of the SST may continue to
be a matter of major public discussion for a considerable

period of time. Eventual decisions will be based on real-
istic and intcllig ;:.? appraisals by leaders of the unfavorable
factors, especially public annoyance :ith the sonic boomr, as
against projected benefits for Amrican transportation and
the United SLates economy as a whole,

Those wh,, believe the United States must use SST's to main-
tain its present important position in wc;ld cowcmercial
aviation will doubtless use every device to convince the
public of the validity of their aruC.-ients. It is probable
that the major emphasis will be to urge the public to avoid
premature conclusions based on false ideas and unfounded
fears, and that they will express whlatever hopes are justified
by the facts for improvements in the situation.

Since public opinion is now in the process of being crystallized,

it is important that future tests be handled properly from the
standpoint of the press. Tests present an opportunity to in-
form the public of the facts. The visit of newspapoermen to
White Sands during the sonic boom tests in December 196A, and
the press conferenccs in WazhinGton by FAA officials, are re-
garded as having proaoted a much better public unrderstidirzg

of the problem. The general impression of the newsmen attend-
ing the W4hite Sands tests vas: "The sonic boom is not nearly
as bad as we had expected". This type of background under-
standing on the part of the press is valuable, and tends to
offset the influence of those who are inclined to dra-,.atize
individual cases, or to jump to conclusions that may later be
proved unsound.

The neXt tests may provide an opportunity to undertake a pilot
public informaLion program to inform the public in advance
what to expect, in somewhat the sane manner as would be done
in an actual situation in which SST's were to be put into

service. At Oklaho.-m City there was not a great deal of public
warning or preparation. Possibly if there had been, some
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Ilcirrnls of t0L Il iC rMig61t havt- b,'c m07- t' , idcrI-a Lnding. The
procedure in thi type of pub)1i c al[ OaCh woul Id be to explain

the test: in adv.1d 1, t'e to t'diLo .-S I .rhd tt' p opinion leaders with

the hope and eXpt'ctation that if people know the geineral

experience in previoiuu tLsts the-y arct more likely to accept
the boom annoyance without complaint.

Over the long range the public interest w:ill be serve( if all
concerned - including airlines and airframe builders - realize
there is a need for public information, and that this informa-
tion as it develops should be presented objectively and rot
in the form of "coiipaigns to sell the pullic on the SST". It
is important to know, for it-statnce, of engincering, and design
changes that may reduce soni. buo.m characteristics and increase
the safety, efficiency and total acceptability of the SST. It
is important to know what measures airlin..s and goveriuaantal
agencies are considering to increcase operational effectivuness
and minimize sonic booi effects on the public through route
changes and flying patterns.

The public relations approach by tlc military is so.,ewhat
different since tdr! is a gencral public undcrstanding of
the necessity for the supersonic laInne for national defense.
however, military a-gncies can and chould contribute to public
information on the subject wherevcr they have the opportunity
to do &o.

Public undcrstandin3 of the problems aviation leaders face in
developing airplanes of the future will be facilitated greatly
by a spirit of cooperation on the part of all of those ccn-
cerned, including not only the aviation industry itself and
goverrnuý-ut agencies, but also interes ted business and
educational leaders. Such a cooperative attitude would pro-
vide an improved climate for considered and intelligent
appraisals of developments and sound decisions as to industry
and national policies. Under such circnmstances, it might
be reasonable to expect that some- individuals and so-me groups
might be influenced to forego public protests against the
SST and its boom.

There are definite advantages in a continuing coordinating
group in this general arc•, not only a subgroup in the field
of psychological studics, but a subgroup In the field of
public approaches. This latter group might keep in close
touch with infor=.'ational activitics on the subject of the SST

and the sonic boom by such interested agencies as the Federal
Aviation Agency, the Civil Aerorautics Board, the military
services, the Air Transport Association, individual airlines,
airframe manufacturers and possibly airline insurance co:rpanies.
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Re c onme tnd a t i ons

I. An effort should be made in advance of the next
tests to explain the situation to the public in
the selected city, and thus determining the effect

-of this type of public relations procedure on
public understanding and acceptance of the boom.

2. All concerned with the SST program should present
informaLion objectively, not as propaganda or
"selling", to show what they are doing or pianning

to do to minimize boom effects and annoyance.

3. Military agencies using supersonic equipment can
and should continue to coatribute to public
information on the subject.

4. The aviation industry, government agencies, and
other interested organizations should cooperate
and coordinate in!ormational activities, vhenever
pracLicable, with a continuing coordinatint group
in t]is area, including a suhgroup in psychological
studies ind a subgroup in public approaches.
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